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Australian financial services
licensees online
In this issue, we welcome our
Australian financial services licensees
to InFocus. In future editions, we aim
to include content about financial
services and other licensing topics.

A

FS licensees have a full suite of online
forms to support their licensing and
compliance requirements. The initial
licensing application is made online
through the eLicensing application. Once
their licence is granted, licensees can
then register to lodge online through
the AFS licensee portal to support their
ongoing compliance obligations.
Since March they can also apply to register
a managed investment scheme online.
The requirements for registering
a managed investment scheme
have not changed. However,
»» Form 5100 Application for registration
of a managed investment scheme, and
»» Form 5103 Directors’ statement relating
to application for registration of a
managed investment scheme,
which are required as part of
the registration process and
previously only available as paper
forms, can now be submitted online.
The documents that are ordinarily
lodged with these forms can now also
be scanned, saved as either .TIF, .PDF
or .RTF files, and attached as part of the
online lodgement. The original forms

and documents do not need to be sent
to ASIC, although they must be retained
by the responsible entity for seven years.
The AFS licensee portal can only be used
to register a managed investment scheme
by responsible entities that have been
licensed. We have therefore made online
scheme registration available through the
registered agent portal as well, to support
responsible entities that are waiting for
their licence application to be finalised.
Another important set of forms available
through the AFS licensee portal is FS70
and FS71. AFS licensees have an annual
obligation to lodge their financial
statements and auditor’s report with
us. The online FS70 and FS71 can be
used to satisfy this licensee obligation.
This reporting obligation is
in addition to any
other annual

reporting requirement that an AFS licensee
may have under the Corporations Act 2001.
Here is a list of the forms that
can be lodged by licensees
registered to lodge online:
»» FS03 Application to vary the
authorization conditions of an
Australian financial services licence
»» FS06 Appointment of an auditor of an
Australian financial services licensee
»» FS07 Application for consent to
remove an auditor of an Australian
financial services licensee
Continued Page 2

Disqualification of company directors
I

f a person has been disqualified in a foreign jurisdiction
from being a director of, or managing, a corporation, then
that disqualification may now apply in Australia as well. This
is as a result of amendments to the Corporations Act 2001
and will effectively ‘close a regulatory gap’ where persons
can avoid disqualification simply by moving jurisdictions.
Currently this mutual recognition extends only to New Zealand,
but other jurisdictions could be added at a later date.
Now a person will be automatically disqualified from managing
corporations in Australia if they are disqualified by a court in
New Zealand from
»» being a director of a foreign company, or
»» being concerned in the management of a foreign company.
Additionally, the power of Australian courts to disqualify
people from managing corporations has been extended.
Australian courts can now disqualify a person from managing
Continued from Page 2:
Australian Financial Services Licensees online

»» FS09 Notification of cessation of an auditor of
an Australian financial services licensee
»» FS20 Change of details for an Australian
financial services licence
»» FS30 Appoint an authorised representative
»» FS31 Revoke an authorised representative
»» FS32 Vary the details of an authorised representative
»» FS70 Australian financial services profit and
loss statement and balance sheet
»» FS71 Australian financial services audit report
»» FS88 PDS in-use notice
»» FS89 Notice of change to fees and charges in a PDS
»» FS90 Notice that a product in a PDS has ceased to be available
»» 5100 Application for registration of a
managed investment scheme
»» 5103 Directors’ statement relating to application for
registration of a managed investment scheme
We would like to encourage AFS licensees to
use the AFS licensee portal to simplify and
speed up their form lodgement process.
If you need help to get online you can contact us at
online@asic.gov.au. If you want to get online now,
go to www.asic.gov.au/register-for-access.
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corporations if that person has been disqualified under the law
of New Zealand from being a director of, or taking part in the
management of a foreign company, provided that the court
considers disqualification to be appropriate and justified.
These new restrictions are in addition to the following
previously existing restrictions.
A person must not manage a corporation without court
consent if they have been:
»» convicted of an indictable offence concerning:
ŰŰ their involvement in the decision-making of a
corporation, or
ŰŰ an act affecting a corporation’s financial standing
»» convicted of an offence:
ŰŰ punishable by imprisonment for more than 12 months,
or
ŰŰ involving dishonesty and punishable by imprisonment
of at least 3 months
»» convicted of an offence under a foreign law punishable by
imprisonment for more than 12 months.
If they have been convicted of, but not imprisoned for, one of
these offences they must not manage a company within five
years of their conviction. If imprisoned for one of these offences,
they must not manage a company within five years after their
release from prison. The court may extend these periods of
disqualification to as long as 20 years.
They are also disqualified from managing a corporation if they
are:
»» an undischarged bankrupt, or
»» subject to a personal insolvency agreement under Part
X of the Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth) that has not been fully
complied with.
If a person becomes bankrupt, enters into a personal insolvency
agreement or is convicted of a relevant offence at a time when
they are a director or secretary then they automatically lose that
office without notice from us. The company must also notify
ASIC that the person is no longer a director or secretary of the
company.
We can also ban people from being a company director in
certain situations.
If a person is not allowed to be a company director or secretary,
they are not allowed to manage a company. This also means
they cannot appoint other directors to the company who do
not act independently but act only under the instructions of
the disqualified person.

Improving
service and
cutting red tape

Improved Person
Name extracts
W

e have improved the presentation of officeholder
and member details in the ASIC public registers..

W

e are streamlining the way we deal with paper
forms when information is found to be be missing
or unclear. Previously, we returned the document with
a covering letter requesting clarification of details or
completion of missing information. When the document
was returned to us, it was then processed and scanned.
However, we never kept a copy of the form for reference.
Since late April we have been scanning documents
before we return them. In this way, our staff can view
them at any time. If you call about the form, we are
able to access it and answer any of your questions.
Once the updated form has been returned to us and
fully processed, it is rescanned and made available
for viewing in the normal manner via DocImage.

Phoning for information

About 16% of paper forms we receive are deficient in some
manner and returned to the person that lodged them for
clarification. This results in substantial delays due to the time
involved in sending the document and receiving it back. It
means rework for you and delays in updating the register.
We are trialling a process to reduce the need to
return paper forms, by using the telephone to
clarify details where appropriate. We may ask for any
missing corporate key or request replacement pages
be emailed or faxed. We are also looking at what
additional details we can accept over the phone.
We hope both these initiatives will result in more
accurate and up–to–date information being available
on the register as well as simplifying interaction
and improving our level of service to you.
Any comments or questions about this change can
be sent to registered.agents@asic.gov.au.

Entries with identical name and birth details that
were previously duplicated within reports will now
be consolidated. Where birth details are not recorded
for persons with the same name, their information
may be displayed under a single name entry.
Improved personal name extracts will be available from
Information Brokers and ASIC Service Centres shortly.
Please email person.records.project@asic.gov.au if you
would like further information on how ASIC is improving its
management of person data on the ASIC public register.

Online Portal Demonstrations
D

uring

online@asic.gov.au
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I

n 2008, the Council of Australian
Governments agreed that the
Commonwealth Government should take
over responsibility for the regulation of
consumer credit. ASIC will become the
national regulator for consumer credit
and finance broking, taking over from the
states and territories. This means that home
loans, personal loans, consumer leases,
credit cards, overdrafts and line of credit
accounts, among other products and services,
will be regulated under Commonwealth
legislation and administered by ASIC.
Information about the new regulatory
framework including the legislation,
licensing process, general obligations and
the time frame in which the changes will
take effect, will be made available on ASIC’s
website at www.asic.gov.au/credit.

Implementation

The program to bring the regulation of
consumer credit under the Commonwealth, will
be introduced in two phases. In the first phase,
the Commonwealth Government will assume
responsibility for the Uniform Consumer Credit
Code (UCCC) by enacting it as Commonwealth
law. The second phase will consider a review of
unsolicited credit card limit extension offers and
the possible regulation of reverse mortgages.

N

Together with the Treasury, industry
representatives and other key stakeholders, we
are working to implement these changes.

Key elements of Phase One
These are:

»» enacting the existing legislation, the
UCCC, into Commonwealth legislation
»» establishing a national licensing regime, to require
providers of consumer credit and credit–related brokering
services and advice, to obtain a licence from ASIC
»» extending the powers of ASIC to be the
national regulator of the new credit framework
with enhanced enforcement powers
»» requiring licensees to observe a number of general conduct
requirements including responsible lending practices
»» requiring mandatory membership of an external dispute
resolution (EDR) body of all providers of consumer credit,
and credit-related brokering services and advice
»» extending the scope of credit products covered
by the UCCC to regulate the provision of consumer
mortgages over residential investment properties
»» extending the operation of the Corporations
Act 2001 to regulate margin lending
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Key elements of Phase Two
These are:

»» enhancements to specific conduct obligations to
stem unfavourable lending practices such as,
ŰŰ a review of credit card limit extension offers, and
ŰŰ other fringe lending issues as they arise.
»» regulation of the provision of credit for small businesses
»» regulation of investment loans other than margin loans
and mortgages for residential investment properties
»» reform of mandatory comparison rates and default notices
»» enhancements to the regulation and tailored
disclosure of reverse mortgages
»» examination of remaining existing state
and territory reform projects.

Under the draft National Consumer Credit
Protection Bill, anyone who engages in certain
credit activities will need to register for an
Australian Credit Licence between
1 November and 31 December 2009.
Registered credit participants will then have
six months to apply for an ACL, between
1 January 2010 and 30 June 2010 and new
entrants to the credit market will have to
apply for an ACL from 1 January 2010.

More information
The Treasury

The Consumer Credit page on The
Treasury’s website has detailed information
about the implementation, consultation,
and other important background.
www.treasury.gov.au/consumercredit

Minister for Superannuation
and Corporate Law
Media releases, speeches and other information
are available on the website of the Minister
responsible, the Hon Nick Sherry MP.

National consumer
credit regulation
Licensing

The requirement for providers of consumer credit and credit–
related broking services to obtain a licence from ASIC will be
a key feature of the new regime. The licensing process will be
coordinated online, supported by a telephone and email service.

http://minscl.treasurer.gov.au

Uniform Consumer Credit
Code (UCCC)
The UCCC is the legislation under which the
States and Territories currently regulate credit. A
dedicated website details the provisions of the
UCCC.
www.creditcode.gov.au

ASIC

We will continue to provide updates in
relation to the implementation of the
national regulation of consumer
credit via our website at
www.asic.gov.au/credit.

The draft National Consumer Credit Protection Bill creates the
Australian Credit Licence (ACL). Under the Bill, a person or entity
will need an ACL where they engage in certain credit activities.

Timeline

Legislation to give the Commonwealth responsibility for
consumer credit (Phase One) is scheduled to be introduced
into Parliament before the middle of 2009. The introduction
of legislation to enact the reforms under Phase Two of the
National Consumer Credit Action Plan is planned for mid 2010.
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Voluntary deregistration

I

f you choose to voluntarily deregister a company, you can
avoid the need for that company to pay its annual review fee.

If a company’s review date falls two months before
or after the date on which we publish notice of the
company’s deregistration in the ASIC Gazette, it does not
have to pay its annual review fee for the current year.
You can apply to deregister a company and pay
for the application online through either the
registered agent or company officeholder portals
at www.asic.gov.au, or through EDGE.
If you choose to apply on paper, you must lodge a Form
6010 Application for voluntary deregistration of a company with
us, accompanied by the application fee of $33 (we cannot
accept a letter). Any outstanding fees must also be paid.

If the form contains all the required information and all the
fees are paid, allow one week for the form to be processed
and the notice of deregistration to be published.
The $33 application fee is not refundable. If your application is
rejected because any outstanding fees for the company aren’t
paid, you will have to apply again and pay a new application fee.
If you use one of our online systems, you can check
to see if the company owes us any outstanding
fees or you can contact us on 1300 300 630.
The ASIC Gazette is published every Tuesday and Friday.
Copies can be viewed at www.asic.gov.au/gazettes.
For more details on deregistering a company
go to www.asic.gov.au/closing.

A message from The Committee of Business Incorporators Australia Inc

Introducing CBIA
T

he Committee of Business Incorporators Australia
Inc (CBIA Inc) is a newly formed incorporated
association seeking membership from registration
agents within the company formation industry.
CBIA Inc has been the initiative of seven founding member
businesses located throughout Australia which have
recognised the need for the creation of a peak industry body
to represent the company formation and registry industry.

Why join CBIA Inc?

Company formation and registry businesses are facing
a new and specific challenge under the terms of the
proposed second tranche of the Anti-Money Laundering
and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML Act).
The purpose of the AML Act is to address the risk of
money laundering in Australia and the threat to national
security caused by the financing of terrorism.
The first set of reforms enacted in 2007 covered the financial
sector including banks, credit unions, building societies,
trustees, casinos, TAB betting services and bullion dealers.

We are advised that these non–financial
transactions include but are not limited to:
»» company formations
»» the establishment of trusts
»» management activities of companies
»» changes to officeholders, registered offices
and principal places of business.
As you can appreciate, this legislation will have a major
impact on the business models of many registration agents.
The founding members of CBIA Inc determined that financial
efficiencies and effectiveness in relation to the challenges
posed by the second tranche of the AML Act could only be
achieved by forming an industry body to collectively advise
and represent the businesses that make up the industry.

Who can join?

To qualify as a member of CBIA Inc you or your business
must be registered with ASIC to lodge documents
using ECR, EDGE or an ASIC portal and provide the
services of company formations to your clients.

The second tranche will cover the following industries:
»» real estate agents
»» dealers in precious metals and stones
»» accountants, lawyers and company service providers
in respect of a range of non–financial transactions.
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To learn more about CBIA Inc or to become a
member please go to www.cbia.org.au.

Registered agent obligations
Contact Details

Y

ou need to ensure that you keep your contact details
such as postal and street address, telephone numbers,
contact person and email address up to date with us.
You can do this by lodging a Form RA01 Notification
to register, change details of, or cease as an agent.
If you lodge online with us, you can update your telephone
and email address online. You can also change the family and
given names of the nominated contact for the online account.
You can check what contact information ASIC has by calling us
or by sending an email to registered.agents@asic.gov.au.

All requests should be sent to the following address:
ASIC
Registry Services External Relationships
Level 24, 120 Collins St
Melbourne VIC 3000
Please be aware that this service only applies to
requests to transfer 20 or more companies. To
transfer less than 20 companies, you will need
to lodge a Form 362 for each company.

Your appointment or cessation as
an agent for a company
You agreed to the requirements in the Electronic Lodgement
Protocol (ELP) when you signed up to lodge online. One
of these requirements is that you must obtain and keep a
signed copy of the Form 362 Notification of appointment
or cessation of a registered agent by a company whenever
you lodge this form online, on behalf of a company.

Bulk transfer of companies to an agent

We offer bulk transfer of companies to registered agents who
have taken over another practice, or have been contracted
to undertake secretarial duties for another practice.
You need to provide us:
»» a Form 362 signed by the new agent
»» an annexure listing the companies to be transferred, and
»» a statutory declaration or letter setting
out the following information:
In regard to the Form 362 lodged on ##/##/## for Agent ###
All the companies in the Annexure to the Form
362 are aware of the transfer of Agency.
All the companies in the Annexure to the Form 362 agree to the transfer
from [Agent Name] [Agent Number] to [Agent Name] [Agent Number]
Where the companies were not previously represented by
an agent, the statutory declaration or letter should state:
In regard to the Form 362 lodged on ##/##/## for Agent ###, all the
companies in the Annexure to the Form 362 are aware of and agree to
[Agent Name] [Agent Number] being appointed as Registered Agent]
One Form 362 can be lodged to cover both circumstances,
provided that the form and supporting documents
are clear on which companies are transferring and
which did not previously have an agent.

W

Telephone
corrections

e can accept corrections over the phone to minor
errors on lodged forms from officeholders of
currently registered companies, auditors, Australian
financial services licensees, authorised representatives of
licensees, liquidators, receivers and registered agents.
We cannot accept ‘over the phone’
corrections from other third parties.
We can accept corrections to minor typographical errors in:
•• names of officeholders or members of a
company e.g. Stephen Jones to Steven Jones
but not Stephen Jones to Stuart Jones
•• addresses such as the registered office and principal
place of business addresses, contact address,
officeholder and member addresses e.g. Smith Street
to Smyth Street but not Smith Street to Green Street
•• date or place of birth e.g. 10/10/1945 to 10/10/1954
or Richmond, Victoria to Melbourne, Victoria.
We can’t accept corrections to the following information
over the phone at all. You must advise us in writing, usually
on a Form 492 Request for correction about incorrect:
•• dates of change
•• share details
•• auditor details
•• licensed person details
•• external administrator details.
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In brief

Visit our website at www.asic.gov.au
For consumer information visit www.fido.gov.au

Service availability

Contact us

I

f you encounter problems using any ASIC
online searching or lodging service, check
www.asic.gov.au/serviceavailability for notices of any
known faults or details about planned system maintenance.
Checking this page before calling us may save you time!

1300 300 630
International +61 3 5177 3988

8.30am to 7pm Eastern Standard Time on weekdays.
Closed on weekends and national public holidays.
Email info.enquiries@asic.gov.au

for general company inquiries
»» Email online@asic.gov.au

for inquiries about online services
»» Email infoline@asic.gov.au

for inquiries about :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy and procedures on fundraising,
licensing, disclosure and takeovers
How to make a complaint about
companies and services
Financial services regulation
Completing your online
application for an AFS licence
Financial services and products
Information on investors'
and consumers' rights
Getting copies of ASIC
publications or documents

Editorial Inquiries
If you have any comments please contact:
Editor, InFocus ASIC
GPO Box 9827
MELBOURNE  VIC  3001
Tel: 03 9280 3346
Fax: 03 9280 3337
Email

kathleen.meekings@asic.gov.au
rick.biagioni@asic.gov.au

Printpost approved PP 381667/00107
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Can you benefit from our
free online agent portal?

T

he online agent portal is suited to small to medium lodgers
who represent a small number of client companies. If you’re still
lodging in paper, it’s time to switch to an easier way to lodge and pay.
Take control of your client companies’ lodgements. Register for
our free online lodgement portal. With online access you can
view your client companies’ details as they appear on the ASIC
register at any given time. When things change you can notify us
online at a time and place that is convenient to you. Don’t waste
time putting forms in the post or visiting an ASIC Service Centre.
Our online system will have your changes made within minutes.
Other benefits include:
»» reporting features — company review date reports,
debt reports and ad hoc company statements
»» online invoices
»» paying form lodgement fees using direct debit.
To register for online access visit www.asic.gov.au/register-for-access.
Need help? Email us at online@asic.gov.au and an ASIC consultant
will contact you to assist with your online lodgement requirements.

Supporting you online

W

e have published some new user guides to support recent
enhancements to our online lodgement portals.

Submitting Forms FS88, 89 and 90 - AFS licensee,
registered agent and officeholder portals
Submitting Form 5100A – AFS licensee and registered agent portals
Lodging Product Disclosure Statement notifications online - Handy hints
See www.asic.gov.au/onlineuserguides

